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Abstract:

The original purpose of this case study, from incipient planning stage, had purported, first, to evince how can describe operating a business in respects of such mundane management issues as such strategic vision, corporate governance, and marketing prospect else, first, to explain how existing the economy or external economy out of the subject issue, as the 'Diamond Conflict' in this case, could presumably affect to the diamond-mining industry and to the firm's stance on international plane, and first, to clarify what ‘Kimberley Process’, as a kind of an contingent response of international organizations, made the industry being overhauled in turn, with regards to the subject businesses’ whereis and overall prospect in this reign of industrial dismantlement.
In this study, the terms, the 'Conflict Diamonds' and the 'Diamond Conflicts' are used in the different manners. To help understanding, here betters to point out that the 'Diamond Conflicts' mean that some regional conflicts had been prompted by the diamond roughs, and the 'Conflict Diamonds' are the aftermath from the 'Diamond Conflicts' in result.
Specifically, in summarizing ‘De Beers Group’s near-past and the current market data, here attempted to provide analytical information, onto corporate governance section, onto finance and strategy section, and onto marketing section. Each section was interpreted following viewpoints: M&A process, decision tree and accounting measures, and statistic measures.

This study might lack in adequacy since there have been some unavoidable obstacles, for example, it was virtually time-consuming tasks to seek where is the past-years history of stock performance before the change from De Beers Consolidated Mines' and ‘De Beers Centenary', and to foot them into the current privately-held company basis, and so on. For that reason, the accounting analysis was performed on compilation basis: sometimes, international bodies’, the governments’, N.G.O.s’, and the other times, industrial bodies’ and businesses’.

	By bringing out such three subject matters: natures of the business: ‘De Beers Group’ and the mining industry, externality: the 'Diamond Conflicts' and the 'Conflict Diamonds', and regulation(s): 'Kimberley Process' and its follow-ups in response, the initial purpose of this article is aiming to educe regional/business analytics while discovering matters around the diamond industry and ‘De Beers Group’ current track records, compared to the result after ‘Kimberley Process’, as possible as the data provide distinctive variance(s) between two disconjunctive timelines. So interesting and informative are ‘De Beers Group’ disclosures in its annual reports from 1999 to 2002; indeed, analysis here are mainly regarding their assertions on business activities and performance. On the other hands, the outcome from business restructure in 2001 was somehow blurring its level of financial consistency especially thru the above vertical comparison(s), since ‘De Beers Group’ restructuring process was timely punctual to the event, the catastrophe in September 11th, 2001, and that overlap might have weakened accounting clearness in the official statements announced by its holding company. In peculiar, during the restructuring process 2001, only the combined balance sheet(s) and pro forma income statement(s) were the datasheets here could be accessible.
	As this study also had to figure out the international predicaments around the 'Diamond Conflict', for the reason that this calamity closely connected to their regional existence and roles of several African countries yet laid as in domestic affairs, which were also in state of either political power struggle or economic development else, there was deep concerns ahead that my understandings and information provided by were whether over-simplified enough to make the pains merely prose.
Incidentally, I broadened my scrutinizable scope over the economic status and socio-political issues of sub-Saharan countries, in examples of Botswana, Angola, Sierra Leone, Democratic Republic of Congo (D.R.C. hereafter) else. The reason why its landscape became trans-national is that omnipresent regional tensions for broader conflicts or ethnic clashes else, during the past certain period of time, virtually stumbled overall market performance of the subject industry, moreover, have very similarities amidst those countries.
	Fortunately, I found some priceless articles from some rare journals, which might have been unreachable unless I conducted this study; as a result, I firstly have to appreciate those authors here. Also, I very endeavored not to distort main corpus of their studies in my references.

	The hardest one in this study came from providing any qualifier on comparative data, which had to guarantee distinguishable economic variances from the evidences; this study also had to be congruent to the economic variances of the subject matters and had to catch up for the degree of assurance if possible.
The subject matters are like these - diamond rough, business revenue, industry input/output, gross national product, and socio-political breaches and going concerns, all of which may not be readily quantifiable.
In general sense, only by the surveillance on agreements and on legal follow-ups after the international consensus, ‘Kimberley Process' in this case, may not be so much effective to explain the critical success factors of the international resolution, or to promise the successful economic or financial growth of an economic entity. 	As a result of that, I here hoped to draw up basic conceptual assessments based on understandings about the industry and the subject matters, and also attempted to conclude this article with some recommendations.
	In the last, the conceptual frameworks are borrowed from Porter's ‘Diamond Model’ and ‘Five Forces Model’ and the recommendations are relying on my rumination on the ‘Shareholder Model’ and the ‘Stakeholder Model’. The academic talks on measurement advantages from the ‘Shareholder Model’ or the ‘Stakeholder Model’ have long continued theorization of management rationales. Especially, the later one is well known for ‘Rhein Model’ since that stems from European guild corporatism.

	The terms will be introduced on following grounds as such 'Conflict Diamonds' or 'Kimberley Process' largely based on the pretext of international affairs. Like this, 'Diamond Conflicts' are mainly regarded as on the pretext of internal affairs. Actions and assertions of ‘De Beers Group’ and 'World Diamond Council' will be figured out in the manner of compilation of financial/operating records.
	I am sorry for the structure of this case study since it seems that this article goes to a kind of an expert compilation report rather than a thesis for many refrains.

Executive Summary: Diamond-mining industry and ‘De Beers Group’

'The fierce brilliance of the diamond has inherited its reputation as the world's distinguishable jewel from Greek period known for the term 'Admas', meaning ‘unconquerable’. This is also the hardest substance found on earth as much hard as cutting itself.' Compton Encyclopedia, Electronic version 1999

	‘De Beers Group’ has long been a flagship company in the diamond industry. Its product and services are diamond roughs, trading and polishing, and sales to the believers of the word, 'Forever'. p.60, Annual Report 1999, ‘De Beers Group’ The company was founded in the late 19th century from the success in mining in the current Republic of South Africa.
	Though the numerous political conflicts around diamond industry were obviously mounting a series of international events in which the public shaped understandings, and realized the needs for trans-national cooperation from the late 1990, and though the illegal trading of roughs significantly caused to provocation of regional conflicts amidst newly independent unstable countries, with the escalating anomie leaving their people under desperate circumstance, generally Africa had long been suffered from Imperialism and Colonismic legacy for the abundant natural endowments which attracted foreign armies. For that the heritages are still delivering some perplexes to the indigenous people(s), there still remain many arguable points for twell being of the people in respects of local governance and of the direction of policies; large gaps exist between the history and current reality as what the member countries of so-called ‘77’ group has gone through after the post 'World War' (or Revolutionary) era.
	The international agenda, so-called 'Conflict Diamond' was substantiated after the mass media heralding from the some day in the 1998s'. in which N.G.O.s rebuked the business for violence and torturing the workers and indigenous people at mining sites. Industry self-regulatory organizations and businesses confronted to the situation they could not but seek for an endorsable way to finish the political quagmires in whereas facing times of public hearings and petitions to promulgate. For years, the period would definitely have the business undertake responsibility for the people and made them accepting harsh chides from varied stakeholders.
U.N. had early tried to provide prerequisite(s) and initiative(s) in order to devise a certain procedures for the related agenda(s) ‘… Some kinds of Barbarism surly propelled U.N. to substantiate Africa and Arab related agendas recently after 9.11 attack, (which were mainly upon cross-Atlantic context). Power struggles are also involved within those setting…’ ‘Vanquished or Vanished’, International Relation Forum, 2005, SK Hall, Ehaw Women University
. The '‘Kimberley Process’' was thereafter hardened as one of U.N.’s brainchildren and finally commenced as of international cooperative practices. In the mean time of revamping corporate governance, 'De Beers Group' had also changed registered business form of regular corporations into a group under a holding company to defend its honor, too; this is the brief description of the events around the agenda, 'Conflict Diamond' and ‘De Beers Group’.

	Based on the information given from the event(s) above, what I referred to in connection to the business and the industry, are mainly focused on three domains: ‘De Beers Group’ strategic vision, financial prospectus, and marketing plans in this case study at first, relying on the knowledgeable context of how domestic and foreign affairs accompanying endemic regional conflicts in Africa have been forcefully shifting the past state of the social security to the current inflammatory state. Simultaneously here tried not to underestimate all the efforts of them: the government(s), international bodies, and the businesses else, to overcome the hostile circumstances in pursuant to positive understanding and legal position of each of them, which are still under somehow reputable conditions.

1. Attributes of Diamond Industry
1.1. Attributes of the industry

	In the standpoint of view of industry insiders, mining industry requires very long-run view, and also high discovery, development, exploration and recovery costs. Advantageous sides findable amidst the focal players are i) for its scale of economy, national development schedule(s) based on the mining industry generally require long term engagement of the government partner unless there is domestic industry cluster, ii) the mining business has stably redeemable business cycle after the inchoate operation, since its revenue and profit linger on ‘Rigorous’ facilitation of ‘Given’ natural resources, like the agronomic economy, and iii) high entry barrier makes the industry less competitive but being prone to more oligarchic condition on which key players can capitalize themselves upon some Corporatismic context.
Industrial Standard of return of equity in mining industry was at average 1.24% per annum for 10 years by 2000 Contemporary Strategy Analysis, Blackwell Publisher 1998, Grant, R. M., which also represents less sensitivity in production per cost as a whole.
	By the way, the demand of diamond as an prestigious item conversely show higher elasticity as of luxury goods, except for steadily increasing uses as industrial abrader and drilling tools else.

	The fixed location of mining operation indeed constrains to all aspects of the mining development; such constraints are derived from the method of mining, location of mining facilities and ancillary services required, waste management, and disposal and land-fill method. Environmental Assessment Sourcebook, Environmental Department, World Bank, February 1997 For example, in order to produce a carat of diamond rough by using the modernized mining facility, the business has to exploit thousands square meters of soil. That is one of reasons why artisannal mining by the locals are flourishing in the region, since the artisannal mining have the miners only do with primitive sorting by using a bowl, a mesh and applying simple chemical treatment. As the artisannal silk weaving industry in India also producing pollutants, the artisannal diamond mining is also regarded as producing some harmful byproduct to the environment. However, the magnitude and the scope of environmental effects are slighter than of the facility mining. Waste-disposal and restoration activities, thus, are likely to imposing heavy burden on the business.
	Based on environmental assessments, which include the strict preconditions given by the location, thus, significantly influence to the further exploration in terms of proximity, rough grade, and the magnitude of mining development, alternative analysis is also conducting in parallel to economic viability from the beginning stage of project(s).
Not mentioning to agreement with the locals, mine development program also requires admission(s) of the clearing authority(s). In usual, the consents with the locals contain profit-sharing scheme, subsistence commitment, or job opportunity to reserve viable provinciality, most of all, to save the community from destructive impact. Feasible and sustainable plan for all the parties, therefore, shall be presided ahead.
	In the development program, there follow several steps: exploration, ore processing and plantsite operation, construction of dwelling site, disposal before ore processing, tailing process and treatment, and disposal of byproduct after plantsite processing. Environmental Assessment Sourcebook, Environmental Department, World Bank, February 1997

	On the other hand, from the viewpoint of government planners, the mining business helps them with constant provision of resourceful capitals, hence, the government generally takes position to have public services support the business operation, in addition to promulgation of domestic safe-harbor rules to help good relation to foreign stakeholders and the people around it, in respects of the predicable trade-offs between the environment and the state common wealth.
	Expansion of mining and metallurgical sector is common figure amidst many under/developing countries, which expedite their officials’ belief in the center of development and growth ideas; though it may be common, it also may not be noble indeed. Earnings from this sector are not only resource to construct either fundamental of social security or industrial backbones, subject to the centralized encumbrances: constraints, but also a sort of financial instrument to control foreign currency exchange up to the country’s international trade exposure. From time to time, mining operation involves in regional disturbance in which the litigative or even belligerent geographic extent frequently encompasses beyond the mineralized area. The worst case is that the negative impacts to the mining operation continue from exploration, extraction, and processing activities to the post-closure activities, varying through the manners of developments. Environmental Assessment Sourcebook, Environmental Department, World Bank, February 1997

	As previously said, the conditions on that a mining company must initially think of in long run, are how to register business forms and fulfill with legal measures for environmental restoration, and also how shall be abided by reciprocal relation to the aboriginal people. These are for the natures of diamond mining industry inherited from those of the mining industry as well.
The reciprocal relationship to the aboriginal usually implies acknowledgment of local re-investment program, job opportunity, and contribution to the community, all of which are in parallel or subsequent to scrutinizing on socio-eco system in depth.
	According to the information about exploration ‘De Beers Group’ provided, researchers usually regard the possible diamond ore in such places as alluvial deposit, granite layer, fluid wetland, near-volcano site and the like having high feasibility.
Diamond mining seems relatively safer, especially in gigantic scale, by contrast that other mineral resources like mercury, uranium, zinc, or lead, from which byproducts disseminate venomous particulates or wastes resulting to soil contamination or neurological damages to employees.

	Above all features are generally accompanying with the natures of large-scale mining, compared with those of small-scale mining, specifically, artisannal mining, which is neither requiring huge facilities nor maneuvering multitude of people. This type of mining may be found wherein such operations take place without registered claim or without right to legal title in the lands. From the primitive time continues this sort of mining and the artisannal mining cannot avoid the possibility to ignore safety guidelines which are installed to secure both people and land from contaminated state.

	In conclusion, development of regulatory framework, environmental, health and safety standards must take due account of international practices, baseline environmental conditions, and controlability on the associated technology.
	Nowadays, in opposite that mining industry enjoys somewhat unwavering condition, the diamond mining industry recorded pitfall in 2001.

1.2. ‘De Beers Group’ History Britannica Encyclopedia, electronic version 2007

	In the mid 1860, diamond ores were found in the farm of Nicolaas & Diederick De Beers, near what is now the city of Kimberley. After that, two mines of Kimberley and De Beers were dug on the farm. In 1871, a British businessman, Cecil Rhodes bought a claim to the De Beers mine. Succeedingly, ‘De Beers Consolidated Mine’ was founded in 1888, which was reorganized as a diamond syndicate, an instance of cartel, rooted from South Africa in 1890. The founder, Mr. Rhode was also a member of the ‘Anglican Church’ ‘Anglican Church’ means a state church, not a church state. in South Africa and an English Imperialist; as mentioned before, this kind of conviction was omnipresent over the continent, which also gave cause of the next Zulu Wars and Boer Wars in this colonized region. After several years later the development of De Beers mine, Ernest Oppenheimer, a German businessman, established ‘Anglo-American Corp.’ and formed Consolidated Mines of South West Africa in 1919. He the Oppenheimer then created a new diamond syndicate and successively handed over the ownership of De Beers mine.
As time goes on, this mining corporation extended its scope of business throughout the world.
	
	As such, ‘De Beers Group’ is M.N.C., managing numerous mines over all continents as the world largest miner and marketer of diamond visually and verbally. After its management decision to delist, now Luxembourg-registered 'DB Investments', take a form of a consortium and compose with the Oppenheimer via 'Central Investment DBI' (45%): a subsidiary of 'Central Holdings Ltd', ‘Anglo American plc.’ (45%), and Botswana government by the rest of 10%. Annual report 2002, ‘De Beers Group’
	‘De Beers Group’ consists of 'De Beers S.A.' (Societe Anonym), 'D.B.C.M.' (‘De Beers Consolidated Mines plc’ hereafter ‘D.B.C.M.’) in Republic of South Africa, 'De Beers Centenary A.G.' (called ‘Centenary’) in Switzerland, holding company of 'De Beers Consolidated Mines plc.', ‘D.T.C.’ (Diamond Trading Company hereafter D.T.C.) London-based diamond trading company, and three joint ventures with Botswana, Namibia, and Tanzania. It contracts purchase agreements to mining companies in Russia and Canada. (Exhibit 1.)
As 'De Beers Centenary A.G.' is supervising mines outside South Africa, 'D.B.C.M.' is mainly responsible for operations of mines in Republic of South Africa.
	Looking though its supply chain other than mining companies, 'D.T.C.', marketing arms of ‘De Beers Group’ in London, operates tasks in sorting, valuing, and trading its roughs, stopping at worldwide places, called 'Sights', where are controlling two third of the world annual supply.
At those 'Sights' about 10 on the globe, bidders, so-called 'Sightholders', who will take part in the auction, make the parcel of diamond roughs into saleable jewelries wherein the world-class cutting and polishing centers, Antwerp, Mumbai, Tel Aviv, New York, and Johannesburg. (Exhibit 2.)
	'‘De Beers S.A.', established in 2001, is a holding company over 'D.B.C.M.' and sister company '‘De Beers Centenary A.G.', two of which took private in 2001. Holding company, 'De Beers S.A.' is now administrated by Republic of South Africa’s 'Anglo American plc.' and the Oppenheimer after canceling enlistment of the public market. The locals of 'De Beers S.A.' (Societe Anonym) is in Switzerland, as a result, 'De Beers S.A.' no longer needs to file report of its diamond stocks subsequent to the reportable condition of restructuring. At this place, out of E.U. jurisdiction, headquarter may expect more convenient business environment in dealing with offshore transactions as well as tax benefits.
	Joint ventures of ’De Beers Group’ with Botswana, 'Debswana', with Namibia, 'Namdeb', and with Tanzania, 'Williamson' amidst adjacent countries of Republic of South Africa, have been handshaking at each 50 per cent of interests under ‘De Beers Group’ and the government.
 Its scope of business also includes mining interest in Canada and Tanzania as well.
	Competitors in the industry are acknowledged as 'ALROSA Company Limited' (Russia), 'B.H.P. Billiton Limited' (UK-Australia, dual headquarters), and 'Rio Tinto Group' (Australia), for examples.

1.2.1. Corporate Governance

	In general, restructuring procedures to augment corporate governance very compelled the business entity to effort change in ownership.
Expectations behind carrying out those kinds of legal procedures are commonly lingering on such reservations, assuming usual cases of a public company. Firstly, the after-business performance measure will be better the 'Delta', value-added portion, than the prior result even upon the concurrent criteria. Secondly, the success in ameliorating corporate governance will also down the costs of capital the market imputes on and the value of the firm will be increased. Likewise, the 'Ramda', volitility in operating business will be decreased as a result. Lastly, the bettered corporate governance will harden its manageability against the 'Epsilon', unsystematic risk; very mechanic and non-organic view it is. Lecture note, Asian Institute of Corporate Governance, 2nd partition, Intercontinental Htl. December 2003 Each of the three hopes may function as a driver separately to accomplish the bettered corporate governance.

	While ‘De Beers Group’ rearranged its capital structure, valuation after equity re-allocation by two controlling companies, 'Central Holdings' and 'A.A.C.', might have been undervalued seemingly for two reasons; at first, steep increases in diamond stocks and decreases in sales amounts forcefully compelled the aggregate value of assets to be downgraded more than those of all the other competitors whereby international rough price hugely plunged, which means, unless there was steep commodity gap in the business entity, the business entity might applied more conservative way of accounting, secondly, two controlling companies purchased equities from outside shareholders at relatively lower price and then they closed public offering, without regards to goodwill or other investment accounts. (graph1. & 2.)
	Going concern in that N.G.O.s boycotted ‘De Beers Group’ diamonds had brought significant effect from the year of 2001 so that anxious atmosphere, also influenced by September 11 effect, largely swung the operating results. (Graph 3.) In addition, to come up with expectable credit risk matters from the new configuration, ‘De Beers Group’ voluntarily paid back its certain portion of long-term liabilities in 2002 before the end of duration. To the extent that ‘De Beers Group’ will recoup its revenue from worldly advanced projects, the debt ratio is about to be being lower in the near future.
Public debates with several suspicions started from the moment of being privately-held company, of ‘De Beers Group’. Though here tried to apply mundane approach to value a public company, no more than simple performance comparison to industry average or to similar companies was the only applicable method, since the interpretable extent after its M&A was restricted in either disclosures or analytics, and the comparison to the other multinational mining companies, which had registered in the market, could only reflect preliminary result in the case.
	In 2002, ‘De Beers Group’ achieved exponential sales record, increasing by 4 percent, marginally above global firm gross production, the third time in the recent 12 years, for reasons of out-performance of 'D.T.C.', more than it, increase of sales in U.S. market during festive season. The strong cash flows contributed ‘De Beers Group’ to repay their bank loan over 1 billion dollars before the duration as previously referred to. Annual report 2002, ‘De Beers Group’

	In accordance with G.A.A.P. (Generally Accepted Accounting Principles), ‘De Beers Group’ disclosures of financial statements shall be 'Unqualified' with additional paragraph or 'Qualified' with additional paragraph; the former one could be supposed under such a premise that, the analytical procedures were appropriately applied to evidence the variances between two timely consecutive year financial statements, without public notice or disclosure about its M&A processes and statements of affairs else, and the later one could be supposed for that, while the restructuring, there occurred several leveraged-buyout and equity transfers simultaneously around the time to delist, moreover, this study didn't find out any statements of affairs registered. In any case, there was no reason to reject the accountant opinions on the financial statements prima facie, except for the going concern issues on treatment of the San and the indigenous people.

1.2.3. Corporate Strategy

	Now, ‘De Beers Group’ is actually on the transnational company stage after insiderization.
HQs of 'DBMC', 'DB Centenary', and '‘De Beers Group’SA' are placed at globally different location each, as the competitor, 'HBP' taking dual head quarter in UK and Australia.
	‘De Beers Group’ strategy: supposing the advantage or the drawback from hypothetical trade-offs of cost-saving factors amidst such an option as green-field investment, M&A, and jointventure (license), the election of joint ventures with three countries: Botswana, Namibia, and Tanzania, under purchase agreements, may affirm more stable economic benefits from decreasing net investment costs, subduing political risk factors, and increasing accessibility to resources; this form may be prevalent amidst under/developing countries' installing cases of public corporations to attract Foreign Direct Investment.
	The public corporation here means neither the public company in the security market, international (fiduciary) organization, nor meaning any association elected by the government, but means the government owned organization for social security in general sense.

	Reservations on new business, reckoning with bilateral relation to the other party(s), usually leave several options including licensing, joint venture, M&A, or internal (independent) development. With regard to incurring initial sunk cost in the host country, joint venture, licensing, or M&A could be one of plausible options, which can help to cost down and also be more manageable p.211, International Business, 4th edition, Charles W. L. Hill than to insist green field investment.
	Different to the huge investment in early stage, that the licensing may not be applicable to ‘De Beers Group’ oversees strategies is for the uniqueness pertinent to its raw material: diamond rough, and the mining business generally requires astronomic overhead costs and less expensive labor costs; the internal value chains are prolonged from the simple ‘flow shop’ at the mining site to the complex ‘job shop’ in the polishing room so the disparity amidst workers compensations is one of the chronic issues which shall be allocated upon value-added portions in proprata. Especially of three adjoining countries, Bostwana, Namibia, and Tanzania, absent is to the domestic capital, hence, it is ineligible for M&A or licensing as a choice.
	Due that the exit cost increases as long as a foreign company pours on build-up of production outlay, and that the marginal cost lowly climbs and lately peak over the average total cost long after the beginning, taking a form in joint venture contracting to the government probably more helps both of them able to be readily liquidated and set reasonable huddle-rates which will also divide those tremendous expenditures, in congruent to economic explicit-implicit cost rationales. Furthermore, its globally disparate exploration task as a part of individual projects may let ‘De Beers Group’ management be on less burdensome position given the investment centre concept. One of merits from taking turn-key project is it can narrow-down the scope in which researchers can predict its business feasibility in more assurable and consistent manner; demerit is the possibly hazardous alteration of both industrial value chains and of socio-geographic environment. Even though the location of resource is confined, diamond roughs can readily be exported at relatively low transportation cost without regard to its weight and volume. If the host country guarantees predictable circumstance to run that sort of a business, especially with some exclusive rights, M.N.C. can manage more sustainable income streams by exporting them regardless of domestic market demand, not mentioning to any costy 'post-merger integration' procedures in the case of M&A. This rationale is accustomed to and admitted by those parties who regard the development administration concept.
	To license diamond roughs in pursuant to the natures of diamond-mining industry, prerequisite conditions are, firstly, any concomitant industrial sector, for instance, a domestic diamond industry shall exist in the host country, secondly, a product or a service shall be able to being licensed into a business in the same jurisdiction; except that some mines in developed countries may independently hold economic viability, majority of where diamond ore is placed are now developing or underdeveloped countries so that capitals from the private sector hardly foster any prospectus to develop the ore alone, since the domestic market demand cannot bring surplus and synergy in the market either. This rationale is also well known common reason for F.D.I. case.

	Returning to the 'Conflict Diamond' issue, the critical event in series might be the buyers' boycott against ‘De Beers Group’ diamonds concerning with the exploration of Gope mine in Botswana. African Affairs: the Journal of Royal African Society, vol.102, Not Forever: Botswana, ‘Conflict Diamonds’
 and the ‘Bushman’, Ian Taylor and Gladys Mokhawa
	Botswana government has long been tried to develop and maintain fabulous economic status in order to attract F.D.I. and the jointventure, 'Debswana', is one of the instances. During its activities to explore diamond deposit, the San, much better known as 'Bushman' tribe, was highlighted on the racial discrimination debate since the reserve area for the San was near the exploration site of the Gope mine and their peace in the life would have been imminently broken for the enormous development.
	Eventually though the project was abandoned in early stage, intervention of the government authority against the San was publicly acknowledged by N.G.O., 'Survival International', and then escalated into nervous exchange of triads between the government and 'Survival International' for how to interpret the agency actions, since the government has the right to be respected by its people and be recognized by the other government, though their bona fide intent may be late on taking effective action(s).

1.2.4. Marketing Efforts: Business Analysis

	Product segments of ‘De Beers Group’ currently consist of two aiming at jewellery and industrial tool markets. Owing that its value chain largely relies on both sightholders and retailers, the express movement of N.G.O. could cause directly negative sequelae to its result of operation. As expected, jewelleries may catch attention of the public in special events because these prestigious items may be consciously considered kind of ‘status kit’ at a glance, which aspect also places these economic goods as sort of luxury. For example, before greeting 2000, ‘De Beers Group’ developed several new products for those who already had many pieces of diamond jewelleries and who anticipated with having the other necklace, brace set, and the like, rather than opening new ‘Beachhead’.

	This event could be interpretable like this: as usual luxury items have distinctive economic attributes such as higher demand elasticity than the supply’s for the assumptions that a few groups of buyers show firm buyer disposition, so-called customer loyalty, based on brand recognition. Secondly, concerning the magnitude of the buyer’s knowledge, so-called customer education, adaptation-and-diffusion linkage has less 50 percent in coefficient.
	Here does not prove whether this item is economically luxury goods or necessity goods, in relation to the premise(s) of indifference curve and budget constraint. However, considering the adaptation-and-diffusion linkage is under 50 percent in coefficiency, since the luxury does not tend to be displayed for the others in ordinary time, here infers that the buyers may regard them as a sort of status kit for its accessibility and also a sort of monetary instrument mainly for its scarcity.
	‘De Beers Group’ differentiated its marketing activities, after meeting 'the Heart of Matter' the Heart of the Matter: Sierra Leone, Diamonds, and Human Security, Complete Report, Ian Smillie, Lansana Gberie, Ralph Hazleton which report was published by N.G.O. As mentioned before, Botswana government carried out international campaign, the 'Clean Diamonds' campaign in response to the resistive campaign which targeted smuggled diamonds from that region, in order to defend its diamond mining industry and also to placate annoyance amidst diamond buyers.
	'Forever mark', inscribing a unique symbol back of the diamond parallel to the 'Clean Diamond' campaign, seems to aim to overcome the negative sentiment around diamond jewellery purchase.
Moreover, it launched a joint venture with 'Louis Vuitton', setting out new luxury brand to compete against 'Prada', 'Burberry', or 'Gucci' to mention a few.

	Product and market development also view other feasibilities in emerging markets.
	In their product categories, demand for industrial diamonds has been growing at constant rate. Based on the trend, the potential of lead product such as cutting and drilling tools could bring positive effect to ‘De Beers Group’ revenue and capital expenditures in exploration and mining operations. Though they are currently not lucrative products as of the parts of equipments, in-house synthesized diamond products can improve its financial condition and operating results, too; it also devised cutting-edge technologies, which are highly efficient and technologically advanced to contact sub-terrain layers containing diamond ore.
‘De Beers Group’ also rearranged its global networks of R&D centers to procure global assets to its value chains internally and externally. Diamond promotion service and diamond information centres will also back them up with focusing on retailers and at each point of sales. Annual Report 2002, ‘De Beers Group’

2. The 'Conflict Diamond'
2.1. Botswana Case Review of African Political Economy, vol.29, Conflict of Interests, or Interests in Conflict? Diamonds & War in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Ingrid Samset

	Botswana was formerly the British protectorate of Bechuanaland. With South Africa, it was a homeland of diamond mining industry in Africa. Botswana is bounded by Namibia to the west and north, Zambia and Zimbabwe to the northeast, and South Africa to the southeast and south. In 1966, Botswana manifested its new name upon the day of the independence. Diamond mining, exploited from the colonial era, has dominated large part in the national economy, which also has ascribed to the most active economic dynamics amidst African countries.
	Succeeding to its independent day in 1966, Botswana has continuously fostered its nationwide efforts to achieve the prosperity thru several decades, which polico-economic mobilization appeared to be one of the world's highest growth rates. Consistent financial principles and sound management were integral conditions to transform Botswana from one of the poorest countries in the world to the middle-income country. As a result of that, it recorded $9,500 in G.D.P. per capita in 2002. Nevertheless, as much as the exponential track records honor its success, downsides from palpable imbalance amidst domestic industries, which caused from large dependency on diamond mining in G.D.P. and export earning, besmirched it to be suffered from high rates of unemployment, poverty, and HIVS infection. Leveling diamond mines are also chilling its long-term prospects. Tourism, subsistence farming, and raising cattle are the other contributing sectors to its national economy. Britannica Encyclopedia, electronic version 2007

2.2. Sierra Leone Case International Journal, vol. LVI 4, Of Judgment & Cunning Work: ‘Conflict Diamonds’ and the Implication for Canada, Ian Simillie

	Since 1991, the soil of Sierra Leon was inundated by the bloodshed under the civil war between the government and the 'Revolutionary United Front' (R.U.F. hereafter), scoring tens of thousands of casualties and making more than 2 million refugees rambling around the country boarder, which amount is well over one-third of its population. After several critical events, the end to the 11-year conflict in Sierra Leone was eventually near at hand. The settlement between 'Civil Defense Forces' (C.D.F. hereafter) and R.U.F. was intermediated by the 'World Bank', U.N. 'Peacekeeping Force's, and the other international organizations. Consequently, its feat to govern stable authority fruited from National election held on May 2002 as a signal of reestablishment.
	It endows affluent natural resources in opposite that inequality in income distribution is still tremendous. In addition, infrastructures are extremely underdeveloped. Accordingly, serious social agitation has been continued enough to impede its gaits of politico-economic recovery from the 11-year civil war. Concerning with its socio-economic condition, the majority of working-age population are still under hand-to-mouth condition and involve in the subsistence agriculture.
Raw-materials and light manufactures in the domestic market are still reflecting the industrially primitive phase in development. Only the source of hard currency comes from mining diamond roughs. The continuing receipts of substantial aid from abroad and safeguard for the domestic peace are pre-conditions to pave road to the future of Sierra Leone.

2.3. Angola Case International Journal, vol. LVI 4, Of Judgment & Cunning Work: ‘Conflict Diamonds’ and the Implication for Canada, Ian Simillie

	The Civil war in Angola had been meaning seasonal outbreak since independence from Portugal in 1975. The 1944 cease-fire agreement between the government and the 'National Union for the total independence of Angola' (U.N.I.T.A. hereafter) drew out the former U.N.I.T.A. insurgents, and made coalition cabinet or absorbed them into armed forces before embarkation of national unity government. In spite of that, serious bloodsheds between two parties resumed in the late 1988, rendering hundreds of thousands of people homeless. Casualty tolls in aggregate recorded up to 1.5 million during the past quarter century.
	Not to mention the peacekeeping efforts, Angolan economy has been disarrayed due to nearly continuous warfare for mixed reasons from differently understanding the conditions to independence, governance, and the dignity of the people; to these points, the frame of reference based on culture, ethnics, and religion else which are also mentionable in even journalism, seems to discolor its reality and pain, owing to the extreme cruelty in string of mass-killing events, which went to be commonplace in the region. After the assassination of the rebel leader, Jonas Savimbi, in February 22th, 2002, the peace talk rapidly went on. Wide spread of land mines has been slowing its reestablishment process. Though it shows abundant national endowments including gold, diamond, extensive forests, fisheries, and oil deposits, the government’s operation, of which oil production has contributed to 45% of G.D.P. and more than half of exports, ironically contrasts to the figure that much of the food shall still be imported from abroad.
	Skyrocketing inflation rate of 325 per cent from 2000 became subdued at 106 per cent in 2002, whereas the government had met political predicaments while reforming its government to adopt rules for more economic transparency and to maintain more plenty foreign exchange reserves recommended by ‘I.M.F.'. Recently, though the Government meat some political unrest, the consistent peacekeeping efforts are largely rooted by international bodies.

2.4. Liberia Case International Journal, vol. LVI 4, Of Judgment & Cunning Work: ‘Conflict Diamonds’ and the Implication for Canada, Ian Simillie

	Free and open presidential and legislative elections in 1997 implied the end of 8-year civil strife in Liberia. President Taylor wielded strong executive power suppressing any real political opposition. Formal economic activity has been disrupted during years of fighting, which triggered the flights of most businesses. This war-torn country is still showing unsettled domestic security, by which the process of rebuilding the social and economic structure is curbed. In 2001, sanction was imposed on Liberia Government to ban trade of Liberian diamonds, and also proceeding were an arms embargo, and travel ban to government officials because of Liberia's support of the rebel insurgency in Sierra Leone. The movement of allied militias and insurgents under warlords in several regions has escalated erosion of stability and imperiled economic activities. The 'Special Court for Sierra Leone' (S.C.S.L. hereafter) arraigned President Taylor on war crimes charges, which event suspended regional peace initiative commenced in spring of 2003.
	The Civil war and misgovernment have extremely ruined much of Liberia's socio-economic foundation, especially of the infrastructure in and out of Monrovia. Flight of the country has been only the way of businesses entities to defend their lives, capital, and expertise with themselves during the pandemonium. Some have returned; many will not. The soil, richly endowed with water, mineral resources, forests, and the climate favorable to agriculture, made it to be a producer and exporter of basic products - primarily raw timbers and rubber. The most crucial issues to restore the infrastructure and to raise the income level in this ravaged economy are relaying on the settlement of the warfare, more investment, and international aid from donor countries. The former President Taylor was indicted and recently stood in the ‘International Criminal Court of Justice’ (I.C.C.J. hereafter), for the allegations with abetting mass-murder.

2.5. Congo Case

(continue)

3. Germination of ‘Kimberley Process’ and Present exhibit 3. Timeline of ‘Conflict Diamond’ Campaign and Kimberly Process
3.1. Worldwide campaign against both: the 'Conflict Diamonds' and the 'Diamond Conflicts'

	The kick-off of the campaign against ‘Conflict Diamond’ is dating back 1996. Before the year, some of independent countries - not surprisingly having short history of post colonial period – had experienced several boarder conflicts or tribal clashes, either for the lack of political legitimacy or contention to economic resources else. Angola, Liberia, D.R.C. and Sierra Leone, for examples, were those countries which were commonly well known for abundant natural endowments, including diamond deposits as in this study.
	Diamond rough is seen as a source of procurement to both rebellions and corrupted government armies. Consequently, the diamond production and trading were readily thought of as a shortcut to aggrandize power in the region.
	 Rationales to understand the ‘Diamond Conflict', told by some researchers, generally shows up three sorts of wars the diamond rough is involved in: war fueled diamond roughs, war not fueled by diamond roughs, war irrelevant to diamond production. In the first instance, mineral ores are working as both almost purpose and an instrument to grip the regional hegemony. In the second instance, mineral ores may work as recognized but non-recorded sum certain to maintain the national economy, so that there may be economically mediating layer(s) even under the turmoil from the conflicts. Last instance may the mineral ores be irrelevant to the context or forces of the conflict, for such a reason as no need to mine the ore(s). 
	Additionally, empirical studies on trading illegal roughs appear some behaviorally common patterns in the transactions as following. As an instance, roughs from Sierra Leone expropriated by occupied Liberian troops, were sold off in black markets in exchange of foreign currency. The proceeds from the deal were used to equip their armies with more arms or arsenal, further, re-invested on drug trade expecting both money laundering and more ammunition in the routinized vicious circle.
	On the other hand, smuggled roughs also took long journey to another destiny, in which, gemstones bypassed another country to be mopped out, then were handed over to foreign auctionees, like Tanzania branch of ‘De Beers Group’, with stamping different originality on the top of parcels.

	Specially, as many regional researchers publicizing the related issues to criticize deprivation of human rights in mining sites, it was eventually posted in U.N. general assembly as one of Africa agendas to resolve the quandary. Near this time, the 'Global Witness’, N.G.O., reported Angolan rough illicit trading, which also gave attention to the similar cases amidst the adjacent countries. The 'Would Diamond Council' (W.D.C. hereafter) was thereafter held and gathered customs offices from several countries, representatives of N.G.O.s, and ‘De Beers Group’ to cope with the surging tension around this agenda. Concurrently, demonstrations and public hearings, lead by N.G.O.s, also lifted up this debate with urging more humane and compassionate point of view. 	May 6, 2000, ‘Kimberley Process’ under U.N. special committee embarked into substantiating a resolution subject to the participating penal countries’ supervision. Recently, in Interlaken summit, all envoys from participating countries accorded with more concrete outcome, the ‘Kimberley Process Certification Scheme’, by which the lack of accountability in trading diamond roughs shall be blocked in several ways, so that it was remarkable of member countries to state their commitments jointly and outworldly, not to negate the worldwide consensus to quell down the politically provocative situation around the production of the ‘Conflict Diamond’.

	What participating countries’ mandates in the process are as these. K.P. Ministerial Statement, Gaborne, Botswana draft 2001; the words are different to what used in the draft since there are another definitions in the final version in 2003. 


- Under this scheme, an export country must employ an independent auditor and a checking institute from the planssite of mining by which diamond roughs in ordinary course of business may be assured in pursuant to initial accountability measures. Additionally, the independent institute shall keep their (electronic) records in journals in order to report U.N. program or social economic council.

- Common carriers and importing countries shall secure and prove the certificate of origin on specially wrapped packages whether it is as is until unladen and then a polisher(s) and a retailer(s) shall identify the certificate of origin.

(omit)

- If there is a country amidst the participating countries, which breaches this agreement, the country shall undertake sanction or ban to himself or herself upon this agreement.

Up to this is the Botswana draft by participant countries’ ministers after the first initiative meeting in Kimberley, May 2000; K.P.S.C was pronounced in November 2002 and it was affirmed by U.N. in 2003; the current chair country is D.R.C.

3.3. Outcomes from ‘Kimberley Process’

	The 'Kimberley Certificate Scheme' was harbored by the volition amidst various stakeholders such as industry self-regulatory organizations, N.G.O.s, banking-financial-and-insurance institutes, and customs offices, in order to implement astringent standards upon any exigency in several problematic cases around the conflict diamonds, and also to satisfy the social calling for protecting legal diamond trades from perpetrated transactions supported by the culprits.
	Judging by accountability and instrumentality, the scheme of certificate was more improved than the past individual method in those measurement criteria, providing information to bind sellers, traders, and common carriers at all. Initially, industrial producers had long been concerned with the needs for record tracking system. As delineating the scheme, it had also been blueprinted that exporters have to set up needy institute to install and maintain (electronic) journals by which the auditing entity is capable of chasing packages from their production, and the government could also consistently oversee production volume and destination upon logs.
 At import and export inspection process, customs offices also have to turn out seal and certificate on the parcel of roughs. Meanwhile, it left following legal issues such as how much common carriers may be responsible under this controlling process and the like.

4. About the Theories and the Reality

	What ‘De Beers Group’ faced thru restructuring as a whole lessened to these points that, firstly in ethical point of view, businesses cannot be free from its social responsibility, which sometimes makes a firm actively bracing with and carrying out its discernments in those complicated contexts. In addition, when entrepreneurs encounter hardships in terms of operating result and financial status, the management shall induce or accept relevant and consistent answers for the matters, which shall also provide ethical point(s), control method(s), and many integral understanding else, for example. 
	Largely expected thing under the shareholder-prone context is, more reflecting shareholder's interests, more value of a firm climbed in ordinary case. While carrying out this, there still remain critical matters pending to the ‘Shareholder Model’: when a business may then satisfy other stakeholders and distribute interests of them, how can valuate, allocate, and estimate effects and outcomes bearing socio-political risks, and which form of a corporation is more advantageous with such an option as being a business partner in the host country or in remote jurisdiction else. These were acknowledged in the above comparison between the models.
	The Porter's theories seem to be well sorted and show high theoretical completeness. As Kaplan's ‘Balanced Score Card’ suggests a unified view to operating business, those theories provides definitely comparable (and consistent) frame of references to the business management. In this case study, however, as the title annotating that the focus will be on inter/national development and there will be probable difference(s) between the ‘Shareholder Model’ and the ‘Stakeholder Model’, in application, interpretation upon Porter's or Kaplan's sets of theories may be nothing but offshoots in the main ideas of this thesis.
	Despite, looking back theories of development administration and institutionalism, which very closely be connected to the international affair, the 'Diamond Conflicts', those management theories can be digested as parts of those governmental administrative theories.
	Honestly speaking, the reason why here views the theories of business management as parts of governmental administrative theories are for that the 'Epsilon': unsystematic risk, in the under/developing country(s) is likely to be abnormally high in the beginning stage of national surveys and then can be stabilized into diminishing 'Ramda': volatility, long after the statistics, though crucial is the redistribution of socio-political resources by individual government. That reason explains another phenomenon in which the acceptor of theories of development administration, Korea, thus, shows time-consuming tendency, usually for a decade, to customize or to be accustomed to those sets of theories, different to the offeror of the theories of development administration, U.S., for example. Here conjectured that the other under/developing countries have the same lagging characteristic as Korea's while hoping to develop their countries.
	Porter's ‘Diamond Model’ in the 80s was invented to explain which apparent conditions lead a country to attract F.D.I.; the constructs are natural endowments, industry clusters, domestic demand, and business strategy, over government controls in sum; possible criticism to the model as to the development administration will be following issues: plunder economy, absence of legitimacy, reckless development, overconsumption and moral hazard, for example. His second model of 'Five Forces' in the 90s had also divided several spheres from his results of case studies as following: market competition as of entry barrier, supplier-side bargain power, buyer-side bargain power, industrial rivalry, and tech. and innovation else.

	Also, judging from corporate finance and economics concepts, here dare look for some lessons and point out short thoughts on the ‘Shareholder Model’ and the ‘Stakeholder Model’.

4.1. Application of the ‘Diamond Model’ p.159, International Business, 4th edition, Charles W. L. Hill
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	As the ‘Diamond Model’ leaving some talkable points in the concept of developmental administration and F.D.I., the permission to develop the domestic mineral resources is depicting the relation of authority support to natural endowments in this case.
	Real concerns may exist on industry cluster and domestic market, since many countries in the similar context already underwent hardship thru, so-called 'Mono-culture Economy', which break the balance(s) amidst industrial outputs in the domestic market, by using coercive policy sets, and the unilateral development pace rather makes economic viability in industry cluster eroded away. Many times those kinds of government failures had been excused for the competition or anti-competition matter, though, main reason is generally for debt transfer effect or interest assumption effect in social class scheme or out of international trades, sometimes more than from kinked demand-supply schedules, only if the government officials are ethical and diligent.
Considering ‘De Beers Group’ course of business in Africa and Western Europe, its relation to any African government has been being well so that 'Debswana' and 'Namdeb' cases, for example, are still referred to as successful F.D.I.

4.2. Application of the 'Five Forces' Framework Contemporary Strategy Analysis, Blackwell Publisher 1998, Grant, R. M.

	The ‘Five Forces Model’ assumed that a business may be exposed by several domains of variables as such: market competition as entry barrier, new entrant threats (Pareto-rivalry condition), substitute effects, supplier's bargaining power, and buyer's bargaining power. Though the placement of ideas thru his case studies may his interpretation seem like sets of engineered concepts and disregarding dogmatics or discourses, meaningful is providing holistic grounds of sociometrics from the level of micro-economics. file_2.png
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	Though there are many possible reasons for delisting the business from the public market, ‘De Beers Group’ met several public blows from many directions. The last disclosure implicated those hardships: aggressive expansion and dispatches of competitors' businesses, international bodies' mandates, and buyers' protests else. The problematic situation then made itself being on very defensive position in turn. Its responses were commencing holding company scheme and spin-offs, technological development, and horizontal integration and alliances the like.
	In peculiar, to diversify risks from consumptive competition, purchase agreements with competitors and new market development: joint venture with 'Louis Vetton', seemed to protect its business by means of more accessibility in distribution channels and product differentiation against threats from lowered entry and closer industry rivalry.
	Internal development of drilling and cutting technologies can provide positive outlook for the the business which also help itself to nurture core competencies in the candidate domains: dominant supplier power, industry rivalry, and threat in entry in terms of cost conditions and product differentiation.
	However, the business determined to be a private compnay, thus, its ownership structure would be centralized enough to being seen as relatively less transparent entity.

4.3. Value Chain Analysis
	Diamond jewelry usually passes three broad scopes within the whole production processes: rough mining, 1st production to gemstone, and 2nd production to jewelry before the last consumption.
	More specifically, value chain of producing a jewelry from diamond ore flows such incumbents from the beginning as rough producers: De Beers’ or other miners, (audit offices,) dealers from independent brokers to sightholders - optional, (customs,) sightholders: De Beers’ or other roughs collectors, (customs,) polishers: De Beers’ or other artisans, (customs,) gemstone distributors: endpoint whole sellers - optional, (customs,) luxury shop: jewelists and retailers, and end-consumers.

	To understand how value chain increases the products' value at each stage, here is grouping each procedure per sellable output based upon the same rationale as value-added taxation.

1. 15 dollars of roughs by local extractors
2. 180 – 300 dollars of roughs by local selectors to foreign sightholders The Kimberley Process: the Case for Proper Monitoring, 2002, Ian Simillie
2. 50,000 dollars of roughs to sightholders, raw material cost
3. 75,000 dollars for luxury shops, whole sale price, 1st production cost
4. 125,000 dollars for customer, retail price, 1st production cost plus 2nd manufacturing cost
(net of tax) ‘Cracked De Beers’, September 15th 2003, Forbes, Phylis Berman & Lea Goldman

	While looking over the value chain, a certain Korean proverb was evoked from: 'Common is the Jade (or stones, any.), though, it's not a treasure up till being tied in with each other.'

	Somewhat wondering is that, though external value chains of ’De Beers Group’ is largely affected by purchase bargaining power – D.T.C. is on the center of the value chain of ‘De Beers Group’ so that joint venture was commenced in luxury business, there are no significant evidence that they are more emphasizing whether forward vertical integration or backward vertical integration; the increase in sales revenue actually comes not from investment activities but from success of several promotions in less uncertain market condition, and the lowered cost of capital.

4.4. About the Theories and the Reality

	Considering lessons from the sound management and economic viability in running a business, as here mentioned earlier, the ‘Shareholder Model’ put more weight on fiduciary duty for its investors so as to basically pay attention to financial strength and to internal control matters. In opposite, the ‘Stakeholder Model’ usually likens a business as an open and pluralismic economy over the related parties, consequently, it may be advantageous to interpret political and legal risks in and out of the market system. Also, more orientation to the net of legal interest and utility, for example, is fading the opportunity cost-benefit concept and the normative economic concept may also strengthen the accounting conservatism as well.
	In conclusion, deploying and shaping out the ‘Stakeholder Model’ within the case may be more supportive and explainable for all the related parties to the ‘De Beers Group’: the locals, N.G.O.s, the government authority, the international bodies and the businesses.

	Based on another framework, to understand how can configure corporate governance regarding several criteria such as financial decisions, investors relation and risk management else, all of which ascribe to increasing the value of a firm, two models: the ‘Shareholder Model’ and the ‘Stakeholder Model’, are frequently referred to the points to presupposition(s), scheme, and the expected outcome of each side. In theory, the ‘Shareholder Model’s and the ‘Stakeholder Model’s outcomes are not pretty different to one another in general sense: the well being state of corporate governance. 
	Briefly singling out the rationale of each model, the former one is generally dedicating its theoretical points to defend due diligence and on-going business assumption under such a scheme: the severance of the ownership-shareholders and the management-directors, so that the theory matters the negative opportunity cost terms which be factored ranging from traditional sunk cost, transaction cost, to agency cost else, and which be totally subdued as negative econometric terms. Similarly, the later one is much focusing on the relations to the stakeholders while aiming at corporate well-being, consequently, this theory takes account of the poly-economic variance, for example, the variance between cash flows and commodity (or service) and does not compel the entity to securitize its ownership. Unintentionally, these distinctions cause to simulate very commodity flow concept and to less concern with the management dichotomy as shown in the ‘Shareholder Model’. In short, there exist a salient gap between the viewpoint of the statement of earning and that of the statement of cash flows, analogous to the ‘Shareholder Model’ and the ‘Stakeholder Model’.

	In actual, the comparison(s) leave more thinkable points for the theoretical tangentiality, especially to these: handling systematic risk, the way of corporate decision making, and, the most, understanding entrepreneurship else.
	Granting that the ‘Shareholder Model’ is actively reiterating well-being state of the corporate governance, it tends to passively stabilize in exogenous equilibration of outer negative variable(s) in the economic kinetics instead. In other words, this model does not recognize or very passively recognizes the socio-political cost term(s) whereby non-for-profit or sovereign basis recognizes the incursion of the unsystematic risk term(s) immediately. Consequently, there is higher potency to bring so-called 'Moral Hazard' state especially when the market player is as much bigger than the others or when he or she is wielding domineering bargain power over the others in the market. Another vantage point of the ‘Shareholder Model’ may be for the way of decision making in that, equity earning index will be regarded as the most admissible factors, other than operational, political risk, or macro economic factors.
	The last point to the differences may lie in understanding entrepreneurship.
Since the business type as of a corporation sets many restrictions, for example, discriminating enjoyment and ownership of the accounting asset, and also this form of business recommends to circulate securities, the easiness to liquidate assets may contrarily result to drive the higher turnover of acid assets after certain passage of time, which paradoxically levels up the unsystematic risk in some sense. This aspect, thus, tends to encourage speculative behaviors or to set off market surveillance activities, rather than fulfilling the market with the needs or the choice.

	Those differences are, conversely in the ‘Stakeholder Model’ theory, explaining why the possible forms of the business are various, why many stakeholders are seen as being related to the business entity, as a result, why ‘Stakeholder Model’ may be closely reflecting economic forces or political conservatism.

	There has also been several criticisms -bonhomie, to the ‘Stakeholder Model’ as well, for that, firstly, it tends to loosen the accounting principles by accepting varied special accountings, secondly, it is apposite for non-for-profit or sovereign basis rather than profit basis, thirdly, it may also neglect the unsystematic risk(s) whether or not deploying any model, lastly, the types of the business, for example, of a corporation, may not determine the business entity to accept such a probably ambivalent dichotomy between the ownership and the management. Recognizing the 'Epsilon', representing the unsystematic risk, in this sense, will be the balance of acceptability between two models. As usual, underdeveloped or developing countries are universally assumed to bear the much higher level of unsystematic risk, that is the reason why the ‘Stakeholder Model’ frequents in that context.









[Appendix a. and b.]

Disclaimer:
The financial data sheets in appendix were generated by the financial statements and disclosure of ‘De Beers Group’ from 1998 to 2002, to perform a preliminary test, in order to apply comprehensible  accounting analysis within this individual case study, and to satisfy academic completeness by compiling the financial datasets during its restructuring period.

Appendix a.
(exhibit 1. Ownership Structure of ‘De Beers Group’)
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(exhibit 2. D.T.C. Workflows)
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[Appendix b.]









[Comparative Balance Sheet (1998 – 2002, Million)]
(* table 1.)











* Assets





Years
Fixed Assets
Investments
Diamonds Stocks
Stores & Materials
Net Current Assets

1998
1026
4336
4816
64
72

1999
641
4497
3957
71
265

2000
1518
4232
3065
60
1601

2001
4340
42
2655
N/A

2002
4405
33
2355










* Equity





Years
Linked Unit Holders' Interest
Preferred & Outside Shareholders' Interest
Total Equity



1998
8856
92
8948



1999
8738
78
8816



2000
9734
78
9812



2001
3578
83
3661



2002
4023
96
4119











* Liabilities





Years
Long & Mid-term Liabilities
Other Liabilities
Total Liability



1998
1366
N/A
1366



1999
615

615



2000
570
94
664



2001
3152
224
3376



2002
1716
958
2674

















[Comparative Cash Flows (1998 – 2002, Million)]
(* table 2)











* Cash Flows from Operating Activities




Years
Cash Inflow
Dividend Received
Net Interest
Tax
Total

1998
N/A
482
-59
-221
2200

1999
214
648
-29
-174
2872

2000
4771
1536
44
-648
8005

2001
N/A

2002










* Cash Flows from Investment Activities




Years
Property, Plant, & Equipment
Investments
Total



1998
70
37
107



1999
34
117
151



2000
118
3288
3406



2001
N/A



2002












* Cash Flows from Financing Activities




Years
Share Capital Raised
Increase in Long & Mid-term Liabilities
Dividend Paid
Total


1998
0
479
-402
77


1999
1
-749
-342
-1090


2000
-24
8
2146
2130


2001
N/A


2002
0
-1065
0
-1065

















* Net Cash Flows




Years
Net Cash Flow





1997
86





1998
69





1999
793





2000
1876





2001
638





2002
1600












(* graph 1.)
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* Changes in Equity (1)
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(* graph 2.)
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* Changes in Equity: (E+L)/A (2)
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* Changes in Equity: (E+L)/A (2)
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(* graph 3.)
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* Net Cash Flows
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* Net Cash Flows
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[Timetable]



* Worldwide Campaign Against 'Conflict Diamond'



* Timeline of the Kimberly Process









1996 - 1997

1. Investigation by 'Global Witness' on Angola case of 
depriving human right in mining diamond roughs.





1998
June
2. Security Council Resolution 1173 and then
acceptance by E.U. to ban Angolan roughs.





1998
December
3. 'Global Witness' reproached U.N. and E.U. embargo
in their publication, especially in connection to 
Angola rough trades, recommending De Beers to 
clarify how to comply with U.N.S.C. Res.1173.





1999
October
4. Publicization and campaigns by 'Global Witness',
'Medico International', and other entourages passing
through two public hearings.





2000
January
5. Official pronouncement by World Diamond Council, 
'Partnership Africa', World Customs Council in 
pending conferences.


December
1. First meeting in South Africa, detailing 
international certificate scheme.

2000
May
6. Commencement of the Kimberly Process.



2. Subsequently extended participation for the process
congruent with U.N. Resolution 55/56 on December 1st.

2000
June
7. Report from 'Global Witness' urging to implement 
global certification and verification system.





2000
July
8. Proclaimed talks in international commission, 
World Diamond Congress held to gather
international diamond manufacturers' associations,
several representatives from NGOs, International 
Diamond Council, and other envoys from customs 
offices, insurance companies, banks, and financial 
institutes, sponsord by De Beers.





2000
Nobember
9. U.N. drafted and passed resolution on this agenda.









2001
April
3. In Belgium, about supervisional standards and rules.





2001
June
4. In Moscow, WDC & over 100 NGOs urged 
U.S. to pass of the Clean Diamond Bill in the House.





2001
November
5. U.S., the House passed the Clean Diamond Act 
independently, out of the Kimberly Process.





2001
September
6. London





2001
October
7. Luanda





2001
November
8. Gaborone, gathering Southern Africa Development 
Committee and E.U. envoys, talking about how to seal
and identify certificate.





2002
March
9. U.N. General Assembly endorsed these proposals.





2002
November
10. Interlaken





2002
December
11. Ottawa, final communique.
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